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2010
Honors and Awards
Ceremony

In recognition of students who demonstrate
academic excellence and enrich campus life
Friday, May 14, 2010, 7 p.m.
Edson Auditorium, Student Center

2010 Student Honors and Awards Ceremony
Welcome...................................................................................Cheryl Contant, vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean
University of Minnesota, Morris Alumni Association Teaching Award.............................presented by Jim Mahoney ’85, president
Michelle Page, associate professor of education
Thanks to the generosity of the alumni association, the campus recognizes outstanding professors and their contributions to
undergraduate education through the University of Minnesota, Morris Alumni Association Teaching Award.
Address......................................................................Make it Right....................Michelle Page, associate professor of education
Chancellor’s Award............................................................................................presented by Jacqueline Johnson, chancellor
Kathy Julik-Heine, Taylors Falls
Yiqing “Bobby” Cheng, Nanjing, China
Presented annually to outstanding seniors on the basis of academic excellence and contribution to campus life, the chancellor
of the University of Minnesota, Morris makes the Chancellor’s Award selection after consulting with various campus groups.
Curtis H. Larson Award......................................................................................presented by Jacqueline Johnson, chancellor
Bennett Smith, Donnelly
The Curtis H. Larson award is conferred upon the graduate chosen as senior class speaker. The selection is made by faculty and
graduating seniors. The award was established in memory of the late Curtis Larson, the University of Minnesota, Morris’s first class
speaker in 1964, who lost his life in an accident while serving with the Peace Corps in Ecuador following his graduation.
Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education.................................. recognized by Jacqueline Johnson, chancellor
Rebecca Lindquist, Plymouth, honorable mention
The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Program was established by Congress in 1986 to honor Senator
Barry M. Goldwater, who served his country for 56 years as a soldier and statesman, including 30 years of service in the U.S. Senate.
Boren Scholarship.......................................................................................... recognized by Jacqueline Johnson, chancellor
Nate Christensen, Cottage Grove
The Boren Scholarship provides American undergraduate students with the resources and encouragement they need to acquire skills
and experiences in areas of the world critical to the future security of our nation, in exchange for their commitment to seek work in
the federal government. Boren Scholarships provide up to $20,000 to U.S. undergraduate students to study abroad in areas of the
world that are critical to U.S. interests and underrepresented in study abroad, including Africa, Asia, Central and Eastern Europe,
Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle East. Boren Scholarships are funded by the National Security Education Program (NSEP),
which focuses on geographic areas, languages, and fields of study.
Allen W. Edson Award............................................................presented by Sandra Olson-Loy, vice chancellor for student affairs
Adam Olson, White Bear Lake
Presented annually in recognition of contribution to campus life, the Allen W. Edson Award recipient is chosen by the executive
board of the Morris Campus Student Association, student members of the Campus Assembly, and the faculty. The award honors
Allen Edson, superintendent of the University of Minnesota West Central School of Agriculture and Experiment Station on the
Morris campus from 1947 to 1958. He joined the WCSA staff in 1921.
Mary Martelle Memorial Award.................................................presented by Sandra Olson-Loy, vice chancellor for student affairs
Donovan Hanson, Ada, student recipient
Laura Thielke, executive accounts specialist, Office of External Relations and Fund Development, staff recipient
Presented annually to a student and to a staff member deemed to have made outstanding contributions to the quality of Morris
campus life, the Mary Martelle Memorial Award perpetuates the memory of Mary Martelle, senior secretary in the Office of Student
Activities from 1965 until her death in 1976.
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Scholar of the College Award.........................................................................presented by James Togeas, professor of chemistry
		
Functions and Awards Committee, chair
Kevin Arhelger ’10, Rochester
Jackie Hanson ’12, Moorhead
Remi Patriat ’10, Begles, France
Jason Biatek ’10, Excelsior
Alicia Johnson ’10, Eagan
Sean Pile ’11, St. Michaels
Matthew Bombyk ’10, Minneapolis
Joshua Johnson ’10, Rochester
Jenna Reiser ’10, Bismarck, North Dakota
Zach Boser ’10, Zimmerman
Elizabeth Karges ’10, Minneapolis
Steven Rice ’10, Forestville, Wisconsin
Anne Dillon ’10, Minneapolis
Sara Lahr ’10, Sauk Centre
Tyler Sable ’10, Mendota, Illinois
Talia Earle ’10, Mankato
Jonna Maas ’10, Walnut Grove
Lindsey Senske ’10, Watertown, South Dakota
Katherine Froiland ’10, Eden Prairie
Matt Nelson ’10, Chaska
Fernando Trinciante ’10, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Madelyn Gerber ’10, Mahtomedi
Kate Novotny ’10, Woodbury
Aurora Turgeon ’10, Centerville
Allison Haas ’10, Hartland, Wisconsin
Adam Olson ’10, White Bear Lake
Michael Zajicek ’10, Minneapolis
Scholar of the College awards are presented annually to students who demonstrate distinguished contributions to scholarship in one
or more of the academic disciplines.
Edith Rodgers Farrell Memorial Award for Undergraduate Research.......................... Paula O’Loughlin, professor of political science
Adam Olson, White Bear Lake
Established by the family, students, and friends of Edith Rodgers Farrell, late professor of French and undergraduate research
advocate, the annual award is granted to a graduating senior whose research is judged by a jury of faculty to be excellent.
American Indian Salt Springs Treaty Cultural Awards...................... presented by Julie Pelletier, associate professor of anthropology
Kaala Ross, Granite Falls
Sarianne Rose Harrison, Silver Bay
Emily Rose Samuelson, Minneapolis
Christina Marie Larsen, Andover
Gabriel Bruguier, Sisseton, South Dakota
American Indian Salt Springs Teacher Scholarship.......................... presented by Julie Pelletier, associate professor of anthropology
Chelsea Gawboy, Maple Grove
The American Indian Salt Springs Awards are presented on the basis of academic excellence and contribution to the Indian and
campus community to outstanding American Indian students who will return to the Morris campus next year.
Honors Program Recognition...........................................................presented by Bradley Deane, associate professor of English
		
Honors Program adviser
Allison Haas, Hartland, Wisconsin
Anne Krohmer, Coon Rapids
Matt Nelson, Chaska
Kate Novotny, Woodbury
Eva Wood, Eagle Bend
Michael Zajicek, Minneapolis
Honors Program graduates receive “with honors” on their transcripts for having completed a unique interdisciplinary curriculum that
is team-taught by faculty from different academic divisions and disciplines. They have earned at least a 3.5 grade point average and
have defended an interdisciplinary senior honors project before a panel of faculty.

-

University of Minnesota, Morris

Presented annually to a senior in elementary or secondary education, the William R. Scarborough Memorial Award recognizes
demonstrated competence and potential for becoming an outstanding member of the teaching profession. The award honors the
memory of William Scarborough, former Division of Education chair, who joined the faculty in 1966 and made many contributions
to the Morris campus and to public education in Minnesota.

William R. Scarborough Memorial Award.............................................. presented by Gwen Rudney, chair, Division of Education
Sarah Duffy, Roseville

~

Athletic Awards.................................................................................. presented by Mark V. Fohl, director, Athletics Program
Arnold Henjum Scholar-Athlete......................................................................................... Patrick O’Connor, Ham Lake
Presented to a senior male athlete on the basis of academic and athletic excellence and integrity, the award honors Arnold Henjum,
professor of education from September 1964 to June 1992, who made innumerable contributions to Minnesota public education.
Willis Kelly Award...............................................................................................................Megan Croatt, Bellingham
Presented to a senior woman athlete who exemplifies the spirit of competition at Morris in women’s athletics, the award is in memory
of Willis Kelly, physical education coach and athletic director at Morris for more than 20 years. She was the first director of women’s
athletics in 1975 and served as director of men’s and women’s athletics from 1982 until her retirement in 1987.
Women’s Honor Athlete Award............................................................................................Madelyn Gerber, Mahtomedi
Selected by a committee of coaches on the basis of academic and athletic achievement, recipients of the Honor Athlete Awards have a
grade point average of 3.0 or higher.
Men’s Honor Athlete Award........................................................................................................... Joe Weber, Roseville
Selected by a committee of coaches on the basis of academic and athletic achievement, recipients of the Honor Athlete Awards have a
grade point average of 3.0 or higher.
Musical Selection.......................................................... Ein Traum...............................................................Edvard Grieg
Samantha Chevalier, accompanied by Charis Bjorklund

Humanities Awards............................................................ .presented by Jenny Nellis, former chair, Division of the Humanities
Art History Book Award........................................................................................................ Rachel Thole, Lino Lakes
Awarded to a graduating art history major, this award recognizes academic excellence and potential for further achievement
in the arts.
Natalie Benoit Memorial Award..............................................................................................Yang Mee Moua, St. Paul
Presented to a junior or senior who demonstrates ability and shows promise as a serious art student. Given by George and Joan
Benoit, former Morris residents, in memory of their daughter who was an art major studying at Penn State when an accident took
her life.
Dik Munson Art Award...................................................................................................... Joshua Smith, Apple Valley
Presented to outstanding first- and second-year studio art students demonstrating creative potential in future discipline
course work. This award is intended for purchase of materials and supplies for the recipient’s artwork and experimentation
with new media.
Lois P. Hodgell Printmaking Award..........................................................................................Chelsea Bell, Northfield
This award honors the late Lois P. Hodgell, UMM professor of art from 1962 until her retirement in 1993. The recipient must
show outstanding achievement in printmaking. Presented annually to a student who demonstrates creative potential in the field
and technical understanding of a variety of print processes.
Alumni Award for Outstanding English Major.....................................................................................Kate Novotny, Woodbury
		
Jenna Reiser, Bismarck, North Dakota
This award is presented to graduating English majors whose performance in English classes has been consistently superior and who
have made positive contributions to the discipline or major in and beyond the classroom.
Raymond J. Lammers Award in the Language Arts.................................................... Elizabeth Karges, theatre, Minneapolis
		
Jenna Reiser, theatre, English, Bismarck, North Dakota
Established in memory of Raymond J. Lammers, professor emeritus of theatre, this award is presented to seniors majoring in and
demonstrating an outstanding undergraduate career in one of the following disciplines: theatre, English, foreign language,
or communication,media, and rhetoric. Professor Lammers was one of the first Morris faculty members and figured prominently
in the creation of the theatre major and theatre program.
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Keith Carlson Memorial Jazz Award..................................................................................... Craig Sandberg, Alexandria
Presented annually to the most outstanding jazz musician at Morris, this award is given in memory of Keith Carlson by Jack and
Ethel Carlson.
Betty Peterson Memorial Accompanying Award.....................................................................Matt Kroonblawd, Lino Lakes
Presented to a music or nonmusic major whose accompanying is of exceptionally high quality, the annual award was established in
memory of Betty Peterson by family and friends.
Brion Dalager Memorial Award............................................................................................ Anne Dillon, Minneapolis
		
Donovan Hanson, Ada
		
Molly Kvam, Granite Falls
		
Matthew Torgerson, Clinton
Established by the family and friends of the late Brion Dalager, University of Minnesota, Morris music student from 1969 to 1972,
this scholarship is awarded annually to students who have demonstrated outstanding ability on a band instrument.

-

University of Minnesota, Morris

Chemistry Undergraduate Research Award...................................................................................Gwen Bitker, Le Sueur
The Chemistry Undergraduate Research Fund (CURF) provides support for students who are majoring in chemistry/biochemistry
and have an interest in carrying out research in chemistry/biochemistry or a closely related field. The awardee has demonstrated
outstanding aptitude for research in the chemistry discipline’s Introduction to Research course and the potential for
continued success.

Clemens “Johnny” Brauer Memorial Award.................................................................................... Beth Novak, Willmar
Established by former colleagues and students to honor the memory of Clemens Brauer, associate professor of geology from
1966 to 1981 who passed away in May 2003, this award supports geology majors in their educational pursuits at the University of
Minnesota, Morris by providing financial assistance to cover field camp expenses. Recipients must exhibit academic excellence and
plan a professional or academic career in the geological sciences.

Freshman Chemistry Award................................................................................................ Joshua Godding, St. Cloud
This award, honoring a first-year student’s outstanding performance in a chemistry class, is given by the Chemical
Rubber Company.

spdf Chemistry Award....................................................................................................... Alex Madsen, North Branch
The annual spdf award is given to a senior chemistry major demonstrating outstanding scholarship, potential, and service
in chemistry.

Jay Y. Roshal Award.......................................................................................................... Levi Simonson, Browerville
Presented to a senior student majoring in biology who demonstrates the most promise and interest in a career in the biological
sciences, the award is in honor of Jay Roshal, professor of biology from 1960-1983 and the first University of Minnesota, Morris
Division of Science and Mathematics chair.

Abbott Award in Physics....................................................................................................Remi Patriat, Begles, France
Presented to a graduating senior physics major, with the greatest potential of achieving a professional career in physics or a physicsrelated field, the award was established by Robinson Abbott, professor of biology from 1961–1991, and his wife Rose Marie, who
taught Morris biology courses, to recognize the importance Morris has played in their lives. All four Abbott children graduated
from Morris, three with physics majors.

Science and Mathematics Awards.............................................. presented by Michael Korth, chair, Division of Science and Mathematics

~

Social Science Awards............................................................................................... presented by Pareena Lawrence, chair,
		
Division of the Social Sciences
Mimi Frenier Award in Gender, Women, and Sexuality Studies ................................. Matthew A. Johnson, Brighton, England
This award was established by colleagues, students, alumni, friends, and the University of Minnesota, Morris Commission on
Women in recognition of Professor Emeritus of History Mariam Frenier’s dedication to Morris and in appreciation for her
contributions to the development of the gender, women, and sexuality studies major. It is annually granted to a junior or senior
gender, women, and equality studies major in recognition of high academic achievement, and social, political, and civic activism.
Ted Underwood Award in History................................................................................................. Matt Nelson, Chaska
Presented to a graduating senior with a major or minor in history or a history concentration in the social science major who has
demonstrated distinguished academic performance in history, the award is named for Dr. Ted L. Underwood, who served the
University of Minnesota, Morris as an outstanding scholar, teacher, and administrator from 1967 until his retirement in 1999.
Chris Berg Memorial Award............................................................................................. Michael Zajicek, Minneapolis
Presented annually to an outstanding senior economics major demonstrating academic excellence in that field, this award is
presented by the University of Minnesota, Morris economics/management faculty in memory of their late colleague, Chris Berg.
Gieske Academic Award.................................................................................................... Adam Olson, White Bear Lake
		
Sabauon Nasseri, Hengelo, Netherlands
Offered annually to outstanding political science majors in their senior year, this award is given to students who have an exceptional
record of accomplishment at the University of Minnesota, Morris as well as strong prospects for success after graduation. The award
is in memory of Millard Gieske who was a professor in the political science department for more than 15 years. He served as acting
chair of the Division of the Social Sciences, was a respected leader in many professional organizations, and the author of many
political works.
Dimitra Giannuli Memorial Award................................................................................................. Tom Vail, Hancock
This annual award is presented based on the excellence of a paper written for any of the history courses offered at the University of
Minnesota, Morris. The award was established by colleagues, friends, family, and alumni in memory of Dimitra Giannuli, associate
professor of history.
Schneider National Award.............................................................................................. Matthew Bombyk, Minneapolis
Presented to an economics or management student who has demonstrated outstanding research abilities and maintained academic
excellence, the award is funded by Schneider National, Incorporated.
Sociology/Anthropology Book Award..................................................................... Matthew A. Johnson, Brighton, England
		
Prash Naidu, Singapore
Awarded to an outstanding sociology and/or anthropology student, this honor recognizes academic excellence and active
engagement in the fields of sociology and anthropology.
UMM Management/Economics Alumni Award................................................................... Kristin Starner, Brooklyn Park
This award is presented to a graduating discipline senior who has achieved academic excellence and has provided service to the
discipline and the Morris campus. It is funded through collective alumni gifts to the management/economics discipline.
Announcements and Closing Remarks .............................................Cheryl Contant, vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean

With appreciation, we acknowledge the contribution of American Sign Language interpreters
Carrie Gutzwiller, NIC ADV., and Janice Wuertz, RID NAD III, to the Honors and Awards Ceremony.
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Becca Baldridge/Cross-Country, Track and Field
Diane Blommel/Basketball, Softball
Victoria Cowles/Cross-Country, Track and Field
Megan Croatt/Track and Field
Dugan Flanders/Cross-Country, Track and Field
Tom Fox/Baseball
Daniel Fragodt/Basketball
Joey Fragodt/Basketball
Madelyn Gerber/Soccer

University of Minnesota, Morris

Joy Heysse/Basketball
Emily Jacob/Soccer
Melissa Kloek/Cross-Country, Track and Field
Jeff Lind/Soccer
Kazuhiro Magome/Baseball
Kara Norris/Basketball
Amber O’Connor/Soccer
Pat O’Connor/Soccer
Sam Pfannenstein/Volleyball

Ian Philbrick/Cross-Country,
Track and Field
Debbie Schneiderman/Cross-Country,
Track and Field
Ally Sylvester/Track and Field
Sam Trojan/Golf
Joe Weber/Track and Field

Chi Alpha Sigma
Chi Alpha Sigma, the National College Athlete Honor Society, recognizes high academic achievements of student athletes at the
collegiate level. Student athletes who contribute significantly to at least one intercollegiate sport while maintaining a 3.4 or higher
cumulative GPA throughout their junior and senior years are eligible for membership in Chi Alpha Sigma. The University of Minnesota,
Morris chapter, established in 2006, is the only chapter in Minnesota.

Honors Recital Selected Performers
Chosen by competitive audition, honors recitalists are recognized for outstanding performances during the academic year.
Charis Bjorklund, Farwell
Adam Helgeson, Ortonville
Tabitha Morris, Washington, D.C.
Samantha Chevalier, Paynesville
Molly Kvam, Granite Falls
Jennifer Riestenberg, Perham
Donovan Hanson, Ada
Sarah Mensen, St. Paul
Derek Ziemer, St. Cloud

Leanne Larson, Garfield
Yang Mee Moua, St. Paul

Rodney A. Briggs Library Student Art Award
The Rodney A. Briggs Library Student Art award recognizes talented University of Minnesota, Morris students and creates a permanent
quality library art collection. A committee of two library staff, three library student assistants, and an Academic Services Support Committee
member select pieces from each of the art shows.

David Minge Internship Award
The Minge Internship Award supports students seeking Washington, D. C., internships, educational opportunities that former Congressman
David Minge values as important and insightful components in learning about public policy process at the federal level. Preference is given
to internship participants who integrate the study of peace, justice, conservation, the environment, rural affairs, or similar issues.
Elizabeth Thoma, Eden Prairie

Anne LaFrinier-Ritchie, Morris
Steven Rice, Forestville, Wisconsin

Owen W. and Frances A. Tate Memorial Award for Student Learning
Established by the Tate family to honor the memories of Owen and Frances Tate, lifelong residents of Big Stone County, and to support
student learning activities that do not have other funding sources available. The award provides matching dollars to cover travel expenses
for students presenting scholarly work at symposia and professional meetings, engaging in artistic activities, conducting research projects,
or performing outside of the campus community, all of which are activities that showcase the University of Minnesota, Morris to a broader
learning community.

Gieske Internship Award
The Gieske Internship Award honors the memory of Millard Gieske, University of Minnesota, Morris professor of political science.
The award supports political science students who pursue legislative internships in Washington, D.C., or the Minnesota State capitol.
Joshua Preston, Montevideo

Bos Undergraduate Research Awards
The Bos Research Fund was established in honor of Angela Bos ’01 to enhance the successful undergraduate research experiences of Morris
students. Funds are made available to cover expenses for travel, conference registration, and other costs associated with the pursuit of
undergraduate research opportunities. All students are eligible to participate.
Stephen Adams, International Falls
Katharine Engdahl, Golden Valley
Steven Rice, Forestville, Wisconsin
Jeff Aday, Peridot, Arizona
Joshua Johnson, Rochester
Dominic Scheck, Brooklyn Park
Jason Biatek, Excelsior
Anne LaFrinier-Ritchie, Morris
Will Setzer, Hudson, Wisconsin
Jeanette Blalock, Loves Park, Illinois
Matt Nelson, Chaska
Michael Zajicek, Minneapolis
Gabriel Bruguier, Sisseton, South Dakota
Adam Olson, White Bear Lake

Additional Honors during the 2009–10 Academic Year
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Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program
The UROP program affords students an opportunity to perform independent research with University of Minnesota, Morris faculty members.
Students gain research skills, similar to those needed for graduate and post-graduate studies; faculty receive valuable assistance in their own
research interests. Students who participated in the program are listed first, followed by the faculty they assisted.
Michael Barnes/Jeff Ratliff-Crain
Zachary Boser/Ted Pappenfus
Anne Dillon/Peh Ng
Clara Dux/Jeff Ratiliff-Crain
Katharine Engdahl/Sarah Buchanan
Katrina Flaig/Jimmy Schryver
Madelyn Gerber/Timna Wyckoff
Mitch Grussing/Kenneth Hodgson

Grace Holthaus/Viktor Berberi
Kathy Julik-Heine/Pareena Lawrence
Melissa Kloek/Tammy Berberi
Sara Lahr/Nic McPhee
Jonna Maas/Van Gooch
Sabauon Nasseri/Paula O’Loughlin
Wyatt Nolan/Keith Brugger
Adam Olson/Paula O’Loughlin

Sarah Ranney/Stephen Martin
Toby Simacek/Heather Waye
Michelle Swenson/Arne Kildegaard
Jacob Thebault-Spieker/Nic McPhee
Fernando Trinciante/Elena Machkasova
Ellis Valentiner/Jeff Ratiliff-Crain
Sarah Winikoff/Tracey M. Anderson
Michael Zajicek/Arne Kildegaard

Morris Student Administrative Fellows
This program offers students of high ability and motivation the opportunity to play an important role in the daily management of campus
programs and offices. Students worked with the individuals listed following their name.
Kevin Arhelger/Nic McPhee
Elizabeth Binczik/Pareena Lawrence
Benjamin Cole/Nic McPhee
Angela S. Connors/Joel Eisinger
Lauren Dennhardt/Argie Manolis
Katie Engelhart/Mike Cihak
Samantha Esguerra/Argie Manolis
Katherine Froiland/Cindy Poppe
Chelsea Gawboy/Pamela Solvie
Geoffrey Giraud/Sarah Buchanan
Tara Greiman/Jessica Beyer

Trenton Hafterson/Roger Boleman
Jay Heggestad/Chad Braegelmann
Adam Helgeson/Denise Odello
Emily Holstrom/Argie Manolis
Matthew Johnson/Argie Manolis
Mallory King/Pieranna Garavaso
Veronica Kneeland/Bridget Joos
Sam Krump-Johnson/Mike Cihak
Matt Lauer/Trish Crace
Jeff D. Lindblom/Nic McPhee
Caitlin Mayo/Victoria Olender

Tara Myers/Andy Sharpe
Kenna Nelson/Mike Cihak
Cecelia Perry/Julia Dabbs
Andrew Rehmann/Timna Wyckoff
Allyson Roberts/Liz Spohr
Jacob Thebault-Spieker/Trish Crace
Rachel Thole/Michael Eble
Miranda Tjaden/LeAnn Dean
Lyndsey Weber/Jennifer Rothchild

Morris Academic Partner Program
In recognition of the value of academic employment to the intellectual development of students and for the opportunity to assist faculty
members in their work, this program awards yearlong stipends to academically talented third-year students. These students will undertake
assignments which will enhance their intellectual competence and increase their interest in graduate or professional study. Students were
paired with the following faculty/staff members:
Mary Anderson/William H. Ahern
Rebecca Joy Lindquist/Joseph Alia
Tricia Steffen/Jon E. Anderson
Kimberly Rocha/Jon E. Anderson
Logan Luce/Tracey M. Anderson
Rémi Patriat/Sarah Buchanan
Chris Thorne/Stephen V. Burks
Melissa Kloek/Christopher T. Cole
Julia Welle/Christopher T. Cole
Mallory King/Mark Collier
Susan Robertson/Julia Dabbs
Destinee Oitzinger/Julia Dabbs

Angela Lexvold/Rebecca Dean
Joshua P. Johnson/Julie A. Eckerle
Alicia E. Johnson/Van Gooch
Kathryn Barron/Seung-Ho Joo
Kazuhiro Magome/Seung-Ho Joo
Alexander Gilbertson/Jong-Min Kim
Patrick O’Connor/Jong-Min Kim
Michael P. McBride/Michael Lackey
Stephen Adams/Kristin Lamberty
Deborah Covart/Jess Larson
Katherine M. Wutchiett/Pareena Lawrence
Isaac Sjoblom/Elena Machkasova

Kelley F. Swanlund/Stephen Martin
Jeffrey Lind/Gordon McIntosh
Justin A. Mullin/Nic McPhee
Eva Wood/Brook Miller
Matthew Privratsky/Paula O’Loughlin
Deborah Schneiderman/
Ted M. Pappenfus
Alaina Pearce/Heather Peters
Danna Bergantine/Gwen Rudney
Matthew Torgerson/Martin Seggelke
Vanessa Baratta/Pamela Solvie

Multi-Ethnic Mentorship Program
Participants in the mentorship program are paired one-on-one with a faculty mentor based on similarities between the mentor’s data
profile and the scholar’s intended academic major, career, or personal interests with the ultimate goal of fostering maximum achievement
of personal, academic, and professional potential for the scholar. Students and their faculty/staff mentors are as follows:
Attina Earl/Tisha Turk
Melissa Carnicle/Lea Gilbertson
Mohamed Farah/Paula O’Loughlin
Todd Gramenz/Pareena Lawrence

Jackie Hanson/Timna Wyckoff
Ayano Jiru/Solomon Gashaw
Anita Machayo/Seung-Ho Joo
Swati Narayan/Pareena Lawrence

2010 Honors and Awards
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Zach Boser ’10, Zimmerman, chemistry, secondary education
licensure, developed and prepared an Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program proposal related to the synthesis of novel
organic materials in March 2009. Boser was awarded funding for
the project and worked with Ted Pappenfus, associate professor
of chemistry, as a research assistant in summer 2009. By the
conclusion of the project, Boser had prepared several promising
materials for use in thin-film transistors. Although Boser
encountered challenges along the way, he was able to prepare a
unique series of molecules in relatively short time. His research
was accepted for presentation at the spring 2010 national meeting
of the American Chemical Society. Boser’s research is of high
quality and has attracted interest from a broad community of
scholars interested in conjugated organic materials. For example,
Northwestern University chemists are currently testing his
materials for their semiconducting behavior. In addition to his
research, Boser has also made valuable contributions in developing
laboratory materials for the environmental science biomass course.
Students taking the course favorably received the lab materials.

novel test of the parallelism between laboratory measures of
“other regarding behavior” from experimental economics and key
on-the-job behavior among truckers, and he has performed the
second-generation analysis of that data set. His work was used by
Burks in a presentation to the Asia-Pacific Regional Meetings of
the Economic Science Association in Melbourne, Australia, in
February 2010, and is expected to form the foundation for a future
academic journal paper co-authored by Bombyk with several of
the project’s faculty co-investigators and Derek Ganzhorn ’08.
Bombyk has been accepted, with funding, at several graduate
programs from which he intends to later apply to doctoral
programs in economics.

2010 Scholar of the College Biographies
Kevin Arhelger ’10, Rochester, computer science, conducted
research with Elena Machkasova, associate professor of computer
science, in spring and summer 2009 on a project on run-time
interaction between programs in the Java programming language
and common software tools, called profilers, used to monitor such
programs. The Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program
supported the project. Arhelger contributed detailed knowledge of
computer systems to the project, which was essential to the project’s
success. He presented the project results as a peer-reviewed poster
at a highly prestigious International Conference on ObjectOriented Programming, Systems, Languages, and Applications in
2009 in Orlando, Florida. Preliminary results were also presented
as a student research paper at a regional Midwest Instruction and
Computing Symposium in Rapid City, South Dakota, in 2009.
Arhelger is first author on this paper. Arhelger also worked
as system administrator for Computer Science lab as a part of
the Morris Student Administrative Fellows program and made
numerous enhancements for the lab. In 2009–10, he served
as president of the Morris student chapter of ACM, the world’s
largest educational and scientific computing society, and helped
organize Computer Science events.
Jason Biatek ’10, Excelsior, computer science, contributed
substantially to research work on human factors in computing
systems at Morris for two years. He created software tools to
support collaborative and individual learning activities, including
animated data visualizations and software to support people
working on multiple machines who wish to share their work
on a large display. He has helped collect and analyze data from
fieldwork, and coauthored “Encouraging Awareness of Peers’
Learning Activities Using Large Displays in the Periphery” with
Kristin Lamberty, assistant professor of computer science,
Katherine Froiland ’10, and Stephen Adams ’12, which was
accepted for inclusion in the Extended Abstracts of the 2010
SIGCHI conference on human factors in computing systems, a
premiere international conference sponsored by ACM, the world’s
largest educational and scientific computing society.

Anne Dillon ’10, Minneapolis, mathematics and German, worked
with Peh Ng, professor of mathematics, during the 2009–10
academic year on an Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program project in the areas of matrix analysis and stability
of PageRank search matrices. Dillon’s contributions include
designing two variations of existing methods and numerically
implementing these methods, as well as showing the computational
results in terms of the time-efficiency of convergence and stability
of the resulting importance score vector. The results from this
research project were presented at the 2010 North Central
Sectional meeting of the Mathematical Association of America in
St. Paul and at the 2010 Undergraduate Research Symposium.
In addition to her contributions in her undergraduate research
project in mathematics, it is noteworthy that while not a music
major, Dillon serves as principal flute player of the Symphonic
Winds, Wind Ensemble, and the Symphony Orchestra. She is the
winner of Morris’s first annual Concerto Competition 2009, a
music competition in which participants perform for a panel of
music faculty. As the winner, Dillon performed a solo concerto
with the Symphonic Winds in May 2010. On tours with the
Symphonic Winds, Dillon has successfully represented Morris at
the state, regional, and national levels.

University of Minnesota, Morris

Matthew Bombyk ’10, Minneapolis, economics and biology,
mathematics minor, was selected in national competition
for a National Science Foundation Research Experience for
Undergraduates program at the University of Michigan for
summer 2009, after already having been similarly selected for
biology at Dartmouth College in 2008. He has been a key part
of the research team for the Truckers and Turnover Project, a
large research effort in behavioral economics sponsored by two
foundations and a major trucking firm, which involves seven
faculty co-investigators from Paris to California, along with
multiple generations of Morris students. He began as a trainee
on the project under the guidance of project organizer Stephen
Burks, associate professor of economics and management, and
co-investigator Jon Anderson, professor of statistics, first as
a part-time and then as a full-time research assistant. He has
developed expertise at the early graduate level in constructing and
analyzing complex panel data sets in Stata. Bombyk has extended
the development of a complicated project data set allowing a
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Talia Earle ’10, Mankato, art history, received an Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program grant in 2009 to investigate
the representation of women smoking in 19th century popular
magazine imagery, requiring independent initiative and
comprehensive research of visual sources. Earle’s interest in the
representation of women has also resulted in two directed studies,
one on portraits of Queen Marie Antoinette and another on
images relating to the women’s suffrage movement in the United
States. In both cases, Earle presented her graduate-level research at
the Undergraduate Research Symposium. Earle has received highly
competitive internships at two of the most prestigious national
institutions for art historical research—the Library of Congress and
the Smithsonian American Art Museum. At both institutions, she
researched prints in their collections and assisted with exhibitions.
Those experiences have in turn inspired additional independent
research on her part, including a current project in which she is
formulating an exhibition proposal focusing on prints created by
artists sponsored by the Works Project Administration during the
Great Depression.

“Surveillance of antibiotic susceptibility of Staphylococcus in
milk samples from a dairy herd while transitioning to organic
management,” at the North Central Branch of the American
Society of Microbiology Annual Meeting in LaCrosse, Wisconsin,
in October 2009. Gerber plans to begin a microbiology doctorate
program in fall 2010.

Katherine Froiland ’10, Eden Prairie, computer science,
conducted research on human factors in computing systems over
the past two years. Last year, Froiland was 1 of only 50 students
nationwide, out of 465 applicants, to participate in the Computing
Research Association’s Distributed Research Experience for
Undergraduates program that pairs students with researchers
around the country for a summer research project. She conducted
research with Professor Heather Richter Lipford at the University
of North Carolina, Charlotte (UNCC). This work is presented in
“Visual vs. Compact: A Comparison of Privacy Policy Interfaces,”
that Froiland co-authored with Lipford, Robert W. Reeder of
Microsoft, and UNCC graduate students Jason Watson and
Michael Whitney. The paper was accepted for inclusion in the
proceedings of the 2010 SIGCHI conference on human factors
in computing systems, a premiere international conference
sponsored by ACM, the world’s largest educational and scientific
computing society. Froiland also presented a poster describing this
work at the 2009 Grace Hopper Conference. At Morris, Froiland
worked with Kristin Lamberty, assistant professor of computer
science, with support from the Multi-Ethnic Mentorship Program,
to design and conduct a study to find out how large displays might
support collaborative learning. She helped collect and analyze
data from fieldwork, and coauthored “Encouraging Awareness of
Peers’ Learning Activities Using Large Displays in the Periphery”
with Lamberty, Jason Biatek ’10, and Stephen Adams ’12, which
was accepted for inclusion in the 2010 Extended Abstracts of the
SIGCHI conference on human factors in computing systems.
Froiland also presented the results of this work at the 2009
Undergraduate Research Symposium.

Jackie Hanson ’12, Moorhead, biology, worked with Timna
Wyckoff, associate professor of biology, during summer 2009
through funding she received from the National Science
Foundation Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
Talent Expansion Program grant awarded to Jim Cotter, professor
of geology. She was granted funding through the Multi-Ethnic
Mentorship Program to continue this work during the 2009–10
academic year. Hanson has been working on an on-going project
in the Wyckoff lab involving surveillance of antibiotic resistance
in Staphylococcus bacteria as the University of Minnesota West
Central Research and Outreach Center transitions half of its
dairy herd to organic management. She co-presented with Maddy
Gerber ’10 a poster, “Surveillance of antibiotic susceptibility
of Staphylococcus in milk samples from a dairy herd while
transitioning to organic management,” at the North Central
Branch of the American Society of Microbiology Annual Meeting
in LaCrosse, Wisconsin, in October 2009.

Maddy Gerber ’10, Mahtomedi, biology, worked with Timna
Wyckoff, associate professor of biology, during the 2009–10
academic year through funding received from the University of
Minnesota Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program.
Gerber has been working on an on-going project in the Wyckoff
lab involving surveillance of antibiotic resistance in Staphylococcus
bacteria, as the University of Minnesota West Central Research
and Outreach Center transitions half of its dairy herd to organic
management. She co-presented with Jackie Hanson ’12 a poster,

Allison Haas ’10, Hartland, Wisconsin, English, distinguished
herself as an outstanding student in her major and as a member
of the Honors Program. She is poised to continue her success as
she begins graduate school later this year. Haas’s work has been
driven by a sensitive attention to the intersection of politics and
identity. At the Minnesota Collegiate Honors Symposium in
April 2010, she presented original work on literature and culture
amid the political troubles of Northern Ireland. Her work on
representations of vanishing American Indian culture, presented
at the Undergraduate Research Symposium, is equally impressive.
She has been encouraged to present it at the 2011 Native American
Literature Symposium.

Alicia Johnson ’10, Eagan, biology, worked in the laboratory of
Van Gooch, professor of biology, during summer 2009 on “The
Role of VIVID in Circadian Light Responses in Neurospora”
through the Morris Academic Partners program. She continued to
work in Gooch’s lab as an volunteer during the 2009–10 academic
year and presented “Novel responses in the bioluminescent
circadian rhythms of Neurospora crassa in the presence of constant
dim light” with Jonna Maas ’10 at the 2010 Undergraduate
Research Symposium for the poster session. Gooch presented
a poster, “Bioluminescent Neurospora circadian behavior
under different lighting conditions” at the Neurospora Fungal
Genetic Conference at Asilomar, California, in March 2010, of
which Johnson is a coauthor. The research involving work from
the Asilomar presentation will be submitted for publication.
Johnson has been involved in running the experiments, data
analysis, literature studies, lab meetings, and collaborations with
Neurospora researchers at Dartmouth College. Johnson plans a
career in medicine.
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Joshua Johnson ’10, Rochester, English, completed a Morris
Academic Partnership project with Julie Eckerle, assistant
professor of English, “Renaissance Drama without Shakespeare:
Reading & Researching for the Undergraduate Classroom,”
during summer 2009. He is preparing a paper for a conference
in summer 2010. During the course of this project, Johnson read
Renaissance plays, discussed with Eckerle, proposed course themes
that could be developed for a course on non-Shakespearean
Renaissance drama, examined textbooks, and helped Eckerle settle
on the theme and texts for the course. Johnson has applied to
graduate programs in English for the 2010–11 academic year.
Elizabeth Karges ’10, Minneapolis, theatre arts, has distinguished
herself in the area of theatre design. At Morris, she designed
costumes for Our Town in 2008, lights for Anouilh’s Antigone in
2009, and lights for Shakespeare’s As You Like It in 2010. As a
member of the Edson Auditorium technical team, she assisted
many visiting designers with lighting for Performing Arts Series
events, as well as served as principle lighting designer for four
Dance Ensemble concerts and several other special events. In
addition, Karges, a George Fosgate Scholarship for Excellence in
Theatre recipient, twice served as intern assistant to the lighting
designer at the Tony Award-winning Minneapolis Children’s
Theatre for productions of The 25th Annual Putnam County
Spelling Bee and According to Coyote.
Sara Lahr ’10, Sauk Centre, computer science, has been engaged
in a number of research projects both at Morris and at other
universities. She co-authored “Developmental plasticity in linear
genetic programming” with Nic McPhee, professor of computer
science, Ellery Crane ’06, and Riccardo Poli, professor of
computer science, University of Essex, United Kingdom, which
was published at GECCO 2009, one of the most prestigious
international conferences in evolutionary computation. This was
one of only two papers nominated by conference reviewers and
editors for the best paper award in the genetic programming track.
She presented results from this work at both the 2009 and 2010
Undergraduate Research Symposiums. Last year, Lahr was 1 of
only 50 students nationwide, out of 465 applicants, to participate
in the Computing Research Association’s Distributed Research
Experience for Undergraduates program, which pairs students with
researchers around the country for a summer research project.
She conducted robotics research with Maria Gini, professor of
computer science, at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.
The Morris Academic Partners program and the Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program have supported Lahr’s research
work at Morris.
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in the bioluminescent circadian rhythms of Neurospora crassa in
the presence of constant dim light” during the poster session of
the 2010 Undergraduate Research Symposium. Gooch presented
a poster, titled “Bioluminescent Neurospora circadian behavior
under different lighting conditions” at the Neurospora Fungal
Genetic Conference at Asilomar, California, in March 2010, of
which Maas is coauthor. Maas has been accepted at the University
of Minnesota, Duluth School of Medicine and plans to practice in
rural areas.
Matt Nelson ’10, Chaska, history and economics, has displayed
a penchant for independent study and research throughout his
Morris career. His research experience began with a Morris
Academic Partnership in which Nelson assisted in an economics
project testing the relationship between trust and economic
institutions. Over the past two years, he then pursued three
independent research projects in history. Nelson’s first paper,
funded by an Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program
grant, utilized a large and intricate database compiled from the
1860 federal agricultural census and examined patterns of land
use, production, and sustainability in the northern United
States. His second work investigated the transition to commercial
agriculture—long a matter of intense debate among economic
historians—in one Minnesota county during the period of early
statehood. He presented the paper which emerged from this
research, “Improving the Big Woods: Carver County Agriculture,
1860–1870,” at the National Conference on Undergraduate
Research in Missoula, Montana, in spring 2010, at the
Minnesota Collegiate Honors Symposium in Roseville, and at the
Undergraduate Research Symposium. His senior honors paper
employs the same sort of historical data in analyzing family labor
patterns, including the role of gender, among immigrant farmers
in two central Minnesota counties. The recipient of the Chris Berg
Memorial Award in Economics, Nelson’s service to the campus
community has been equally noteworthy. He served as a tutor in
economics, worked as a History Day mentor, was elected as vice
president of the History Club, and was chosen by fellow history
majors as the student representative for the history discipline.
Nelson has been accepted to the doctoral program in history
at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, where he will work
with Steven Ruggles, director of the Minnesota Population
Center, perhaps the foremost program for quantitative history
in the country.
Kate Novotny ’10, Woodbury, English, philosophy minor,
produced distinguished original research in both literary criticism
and composition studies. In 2010, she presented her paper on the
tradition of representing Milton’s Paradise Lost at the Minnesota
Honors Symposium. In 2009, she was invited to present her essay
on Victorian novelist George Eliot at the annual conference of
Sigma Tau Delta, the international English honors society, and
she also presented original work at the Undergraduate Research
Symposium. In addition, she has contributed scholarship to
publishable work in her minor field by contributing research
to presentations and articles by Pieranna Garavaso, professor
of philosophy.

University of Minnesota, Morris

Jonna Maas ’10, Walnut Grove, biology, worked in the laboratory
of Van Gooch, professor of biology, with Morris Academic Partners
funding on “Timelapse Visualization of Subcellular Structures of
the Mold Neurospora using their Own Bioluminescence” in 2008.
In 2009, she received an Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program grant to conduct research on “Investigation of the Role
of the PAS/LOV protein VIVID in the Neurospora circadian
clock.” With Alicia Johnson ’10, she presented “Novel responses
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Adam Olson ’10, White Bear Lake, political science, is first author
on “The Case of the Serial Speaker: One-Minute Speeches in the
104th–110th Congresses” to be presented at the Midwest Political
Science Association meeting in Chicago. The paper investigates the
role of partisan one-minute speeches within re-election strategy.
He is part of a panel that includes faculty scholars from Stanford
University and the University of Michigan, among others. It is
especially difficult for anyone not at a research I institution to
get on a panel in Olson’s field, legislative politics. The Midwest
Political Science Association is the second largest meeting for
political scientists in North America and the pre-eminent one
for scholars of American politics. The results of Olson’s research
were also accepted at the Western Political Science Association
meeting, but he has opted for the Midwest. Olson’s work is part of
an emerging movement in legislative studies to bring the study of
partisanship beyond roll call votes to other elements of legislative
process such as nonlegislative floor speech. The graduate faculty
in the field at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, who
cosponsored his Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program
project with Paula O’Loughlin, professor of political science,
agree that Olson’s work is already at least at graduate level. Further
testament to Adam’s scholarly credentials lies in the fact that he
is the first Morris political science student accepted in the last
thirteen years to do doctorate work in the highly crowded field of
American institutions. Olson also previously presented research at
the Undergraduate Research Symposium and at last year’s Midwest
Political Science Association meeting.
Remi Patriat ’10, Begles, France, physics and film studies area
of concentration, with Gordon McIntosh, professor of physics,
conducted radio astronomical research through the support of a
National Science Foundation sponsored grant during spring and
summer 2009. He worked on SiO maser spectra of R Cassiopeia, a
long period variable star. He reduced the data and analyzed spectral
feature lifetimes by fitting two-dimensional Gaussian function to
the velocity and time dimensions. He then extracted individual
feature lifetimes. Aspects of the ending time of the maser features
were then interpreted with respect to current theories of the
disruption of the circumstellar environment by shocks propagating
outward from the stellar surface. In the results, he found general
support for the proposed theory. In summer 2010, McIntosh will
submit a paper to an astronomical journal for which Patriat did
most of the data analysis and will be the second author. Patriat
presented his work in January 2010 at the Washington, D.C.,
meeting of the American Astronomical Society. It is anticipated
that he will report this work at the Minnesota Area Association of
Physics Teachers meeting in April 2010. Patriat is also producing
an independent project, a publicity film for the French discipline,
for which he wrote a script, filmed interviews, researched, and
implemented animation techniques, and edited images and sound.
Sean Pile ’11, St. Michaels, philosophy, has written two papers,
not as part of the courses he has taken, but out of personal interest
for the topics. He presented “Human Intuition on God and
Evil” at the Minnesota Undergraduate Philosophical Association
at Macalester College, St. Paul, in April 2009. He presented
“Determinism and Its Implications for Morality” at the Second
Annual Red River Undergraduate Philosophy Conference at North
Dakota State University in November 2009. Pile’s presentations

were well received and generated lively discussion. Next year, Pile
will serve as teaching assistant for Introduction to Philosophy
taught by Mark Collier, assistant professor of philosophy. He will
help Collier redesign a component of the course on the “meaning
of life.” In particular, he will help determine which readings would
work best in this introductory course.
Jenna Reiser ’10, Bismarck, North Dakota, theatre arts, English,
multicultural studies, distinguished herself throughout her Morris
career in a variety of theatrical productions, both on campus and
in the greater community. At UMM, her acting credits include
Emily in Our Town in 2008, Beth in A Lie of the Mind in 2007, and
Smerildina in Servant of Two Masters in 2007, for which she received
an American College Theatre Festival Irene Ryan nomination.
She has particularly distinguished herself as a director. At UMM,
she was assistant director for Of Mice and Men in 2009 and last fall
directed Jean Anouilh’s Antigone, the first time an undergraduate
was chosen to direct a fall main stage production. Off campus, she
directed The Snow Queen and The Goblin in 2009 for the Morris Area
High School and a musical version of Tom Sawyer for the Prairie
Wind Players in 2008. Reiser, a recipient of both John Q. Imholte
and Alice Mills McCree scholarships, is currently researching and
writing In Search of a Native Voice, a one-woman performance piece
based on interviews with American Indian women, which she plans
to produce regionally this spring.
Steven Rice ’10, Forestville, Wisconsin, political science and art
history, conducted original research on the politics and history of
Native American land law during a Morris Academic Partnership
(MAP) in 2008–09 with Sheri Breen, assistant professor of political
science. In a directed study with Breen during fall 2009, Rice
developed a related research project on tribal land law since the
19th century, identifying and assembling a new portfolio of research
materials and engaging in wholly original analysis. Together, they
worked on three cases of tribal land reclamations, and Breen
presented her paper on this topic at the 2009 Western Political
Science Association (WPSA) conference. Rice presented his research
on “The Ever-Changing Line: History, Society, and Politics in
Native American Land Law” at the WPSA Annual Meeting on April
1, 2010, in San Francisco, California. Rice submitted his proposal
through a competitive selection process for the Teaching, Research,
and Professional Development Section of the WPSA annual
conference. His research project was accepted for presentation
as part of the Undergraduate Student Poster Session. The WPSA
annual meeting is a national level conference, one of the leading
United States and Canadian conferences in political theory.
Tyler Sable ’10, Mendota, Illinois, mathematics, is an outstanding
student and a professional programmer. He combined his
mathematics and computer skills in a project under the supervision
of David Roberts, professor of mathematics, funded by the
Morris Academic Partners program. The core of this project is a
new software program called Monodromy that allows researchers
and students alike to understand roots of polynomials in a more
visual and dynamic way. Sable presented his program in April
2009 at the Pi Mu Epsilon conference at St. John’s University in
Collegeville. Sable and Roberts will be submitting a paper based on
the program to a professional journal.
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Lindsey Senske ’10, Watertown, South Dakota, elementary
education with a specialty in preprimary, received a Recognition
of Excellence for the Principles of Learning and Teaching: Grades
K-6 from the Educational Testing Service and earned an overall
grade point average of 3.64. Senske’s engagement, scholarship,
and leadership skills evidence a spirit of “giving back” both close
to home and abroad. She participated in the English Language
Teaching Assistant Program in Cameroon, Africa, sharing her
time and English language skills with students and teachers at
Kingston Bilingual Primary School in Buea for 16 weeks. Through
her volunteer efforts in UMM’s Tutoring, Reading, and Enabling
Children (TREC) program, Senske provided leadership in literacy
instruction for TREC volunteers and elementary students in the
afterschool program for three years during her time at Morris.
In addition to excelling in rigorous coursework in the elementary
education program, Lindsey excelled in field experiences,
receiving positive evaluations for her work in the classroom,
working alongside professionals in the field. Going above and
beyond program requirements, Lindsey sought clinical placements
in multiple cross-cultural settings including placements at Frank
W. Reilly Elementary School in Chicago, Illinois, and at Tiospa
Zina Tribal School in Agency Village, South Dakota. As an
undergraduate research assistant, Senske investigated ways in which
technology is being used to support literacy development. She
presented with Pamela Solvie, associate professor of elementary
education, at the 20th Annual Society for Technology and Teacher
Education Conference, an international conference held in
Charleston, South Carolina. Lindsey’s conference presentation
on use of technology to support instruction and learning at the
undergraduate level, “Teaching for Success: Linking Technology
and Learning Styles in Preservice Teacher Education,” was well
received by an audience of researchers and educators at the
collegiate level.
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Aurora Turgeon ’10, Centerville, chemistry, mathematics and
physics minors, began her research career in the classroom.
In Introduction to Research, she worked on a project with Ted
Pappenfus, associate professor of chemistry. In summer 2009,
she participated in a National Science Foundation (NSF) funded
Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) at the University
of Minnesota Supercomputing Institute. She worked for Chris
Cramer, professor of chemistry, on “Prediction of the 13C
and 15N Kinetic Isotope Effects for the aqueous oxidation of
substituted anilines.” The work was selected for two presentations
at the national American Chemical Society (ACS) meeting in
March 2010 in San Francisco, California. Some of her work will
be part of an oral presentation, “Nitrogen isotope fractionation
during the oxidation of substituted anilines at manganese oxide
surfaces.” The second presentation is a poster, and Turgeon is
the primary presenter: “Prediction of 13C and 15N kinetic isotope
effects for the aqueous oxidation of substituted anilines.” She
has applied to graduate school in theoretical chemistry and has
already received several acceptances. Turgeon, who has earned
a 3.94 grade point average, is the chemistry discipline student
representative, a LSAMP program tutor, and co-president of
the ACS student organization.
Michael Zajicek ’10, Minneapolis, economics, minors in
statistics, mathematics, and history, has excelled in and beyond
the classroom during his years at Morris. Zajicek has conducted
and will present original research on the potential for electrical
demand shifting in collaboration with Arne Kildegaard, associate
professor of economics. This research has required Zajicek to
develop a sophisticated understanding of nonlinear pricing,
and it has required him to think creatively about the social and
technological determinants of temporal demand in this small local
campus economy. It has also required him to collect, organize,
and analyze a variety of data and statistical time series, which he
has accomplished with remarkable energy and intelligence. His
work was supported by an Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program grant in fall 2009. The historical context for the
problem of designing appropriate markets to deliver electricity
will be presented for his Honors Program defense, at the
Undergraduate Research Symposium, and the National Council
for Undergraduate Research conference in Missoula, Montana.
In addition to his work on electrical demand shifting, Zajicek was
deeply involved in the design and implementation of a survey to
document changing health insurance costs and coverage in the
region. Working with Bart Finzel, professor of economics, he
created one randomized sample of 2,500 employers and farmers
in west central Minnesota and another sample of 250 health care
providers in the region. He was responsible for the analysis and
presentation of the data covering healthcare providers. These
results were presented at public forums in four cities in the region
in April 2010.
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Fernando Trinciante ’10, Buenos Aires, Argentina, computer
science, worked with Kristin Lamberty, assistant professor of
computer science, on a project on Human-Computer Interaction
in 2008 through the Multi-Ethnic Mentorship Program and is
currently working with Elena Machkasova, associate professor of
computer science, on a project on optimization of programs in
the Java programming language, supported by an Undergraduate
Research Opportunity Program grant for the 2009–10 academic
year. Trinciante’s critical thinking skills and dedication are highly
valuable for the project. He co-authored and co-presented a
student research paper at a regional Midwest Instruction and
Computing Symposium in 2009 in Rapid City, South Dakota.
He presented the key results of the project at a highly prestigious
International Conference on Object-Oriented Programming,
Systems, Languages, and Applications in 2009 in Orlando,
Florida, as a peer-reviewed poster. He is first author on a student
research paper accepted to the 2010 Midwest Instruction and
Computing Symposium in Eau Claire, Wisconsin. Trinciante
worked as a teaching assistant and tutor for several computer
science and Spanish courses. The recipient of the Andy and Dian
Lopez Scholarship and Center Point Energy Scholarship, he served
as vice president of the Morris student chapter of ACM, the world’s
largest educational and scientific computing society.
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